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Sample – 2x Sentence Level Spun Article 
 
 
{Body Thermage - A Safe And Easy Way To Regain Youthful Looks|Body Thermage - An Effective 
Treatment For Sagging Skin|Rejuvenate Your Skin With Body Thermage} 
 
{Attaining a glowing and youthful looking skin without facing a scalpel is no longer impossible, thanks 
to Thermage|Thermage, a revolutionary technology, promises a radiant and wrinkle-free skin without 
going under a scalpel|Thermage, an increasingly popular cosmetic procedure, helps you regain a tight 
and attractive skin without going through surgery}. {The procedure, which was introduced in 2002 and 
was initially meant for tightening of facial tissues, has an FDA approval for cosmetic treatment of other 
body parts as well|Thermage was invented in 2002 and was primarily used for facial treatments. 
However, the procedure has also been approved by the FDA for use on other body parts|First used in 
2002, the procedure also has an FDA approval for the cosmetic treatment of other parts of the body 
besides the face, which gives it an edge over other non-surgical treatments}. {It is quite likely that 
Thermage would soon become a preferred choice over the more cumbersome and expensive plastic 
surgery|More and more people are now choosing Thermage over plastic surgery, which not only costs 
more, but also creates more hassles|Plastic surgeries are costly and cause too much trouble, due to which 
Thermage is fast becoming the first choice for many people}. 
 
{The secret behind the success of Thermage is the stimulation of collagen present in the inner layer of 
the skin by exposing it to radio frequency waves|Thermage works by activating the collagen present 
underneath the skin through exposure to high-energy radio frequency waves|The effectiveness of 
Thermage therapy lies in the stimulation of collagen, a fibre in the skin's inner layer, through radio 
waves}. {The heat generated by the radio waves cause the production of fresh collagen, resulting in 
tightening of the skin, and giving it a youthful and wrinkle-free look|The heat generated from these radio 
waves produces new collagen, which brings firmness in the skin and removes wrinkles, resulting in a 
youthful look|Radio waves create heat, which in turn produces fresh collagen under the skin. The new 
collagen gives the skin tautness, which is the key to a younger look}. {A ThermaTip cooling wand is 
used to protect the outer layer of the skin during the procedure|A cooling tool called ThermaTip, protects 
the skin's outer surface from the heat generated by the procedure|To avert the risk of the skin's outer 
layer being scorched due to the heat, a cooling device called ThermaTip is used}. 
 
{Body Thermage can be used to tighten the skin of various body parts, and is particularly effective in 
treating sagging upper arms or for smoothing the skin on the thighs and around the knees|It is possible to 
apply Body Thermage to almost any part of the body, and the procedure is often used to treat flabby 
upper arms and thighs. This means that the whole body can look well toned and young|Some of the 
difficult body parts like upper arms, thighs and the skin around the knees can be easily brought into 
shape by using Body Thermage. This is a great advantage over other treatments, which are not able to 
cover all areas of the body.}. {The treatment has also become very popular among new mothers who are 
looking for a convenient way to regain their pre pregnancy skin|The procedure is often used by post-
pregnancy women too, who find it difficult to smoothen out the flabby skin|Body Thermage has also 
proved quite effective for women who have recently had a baby, and are trying to get back a tighter 
skin}. {Pregnancy related stretch marks, which mothers often find very hard to remove, can also be 
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easily treated through Thermage|Most mothers also find it very difficult to get rid of pregnancy related 
stretch marks, but Body Thermage can remove them completely without much trouble|New mothers 
who are trying to remove post pregnancy stretch marks are also increasingly going for Body Thermage}. 
 
{Thermage is a safe procedure and most patients never complain of any side effects at all|Thermage 
does not lead to any negative side effects. It is safe, with no serious problems have been reported so 
far|Patients undergoing Thermage do not report any significant side effects or other problems. The 
treatment is safe and convenient}. {A few cases have been observed where the patient reports mildly 
blistered skin or redness, which disappears in less than 10 days|Redness or small and benign blisters in 
the skin have sometimes been observed, which only stay for a few days|Some patients have reported 
mild sores or redness in the skin, which fades away in about a week}. 
 
{After going through a Thermage treatment, the skin continues to improve for a few weeks and the 
effect lasts for years, which makes it a cost-effective, hassle-free and safe method for regaining youthful 
looks|The improvement in the skin after undergoing a Thermage treatment continues for several weeks. 
The effect of the procedure is however apparent for years, making it one of the best treatments for skin 
rejuvenation|Even weeks after undergoing a Thermage procedure, the skin keeps on getting better. The 
improvement will be visible for years to come, which makes Thermage a very effective, yet inexpensive 
method of skin treatment}. 
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